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Abstract
The scaling of multi-core processors poses a challenge to memory system design. While process
technology scaling provides greater numbers of cores on each chip, the transistor performance and
power gains that traditionally accompanied process scaling have largely ceased. Scaling
performance with increased core counts must be achieved under the same or reduced energy and
power budgets. Furthermore, increased cores generate more accesses to shared caches causing
conflict misses as unrelated processes compete for the same cache sets. Each miss represents
significant waste: wasted time as the requested data is transferred from a slow main memory,
wasted energy and bandwidth when transferring cache block words that will ultimately go unused.
In this talk I will explore the means to leverage memory reference speculation to reduce waste and
improve efficiency in multi-core processor memory systems. In particular, I will show how
control flow and effective address speculation can be used in a novel, highly accurate, prefetch
engine that improves IPC by 31% versus baseline for multiprogrammed workloads, outperforming
the best competing design of class with 65% less hardware state overhead. I will also demonstrate
a technique to speculate on word usage within processor cache lines to eliminate 36% of the
dynamic energy in the multi-core processor interconnect with no performance impact. Finally, I
will discuss some on-going work in path-speculation based prefetching for the last-level cache.
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